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David Arnas∗, Carl Leake†, Daniele Mortari‡
Abstract
This work introduces two new techniques for random number gener-
ation with any prescribed nonlinear distribution based on the k-vector
methodology. The first approach is based on inverse transform sam-
pling using the optimal k-vector to generate the samples by inverting
the cumulative distribution. The second approach generates samples
by performing random searches in a pre-generated large database pre-
viously built by massive inversion of the prescribed nonlinear distribu-
tion using the k-vector. Both methods are shown suitable for massive
generation of random samples. Examples are provided to clarify these
methodologies.
1 Introduction
Developments in the fields of statistics and probability have provided power-
ful tools that are useful for dealing with a large number of problems in science
and engineering. Examples of application of these tools appear in computer
simulation, particle physics, fluidynamics, cryptography, optimization tech-
niques, biology, or finance. Mathematically, one of the most important
concepts used in statistics and probability is the random variable. However,
although it is a simple concept, its exact implementation in a computer has
many difficulties. In fact, random number generation still exists as an open
problem in computer science today, which has led to the development of a
multitude of techniques that provide different solutions to this problem.
A general classification of random number generators can be made by
investigating the source of the random numbers. Some random number gen-
erators are based on hardware. These techniques create genuinely random
numbers, because the source of the numbers comes from physical magni-
tudes that change constantly. Much more common techniques create ran-
dom numbers using algorithms (software). These algorithms are computer
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programs that generate pseudo-random sequences of numbers following a se-
ries of computer instructions. This means that, in practice, it is possible to
reproduce the sequence of numbers generated if the starter or seed in known
beforehand. However, these algorithms tend to be faster than hardware-
based random number generators, and are also easier to implement, while
they maintain a behavior that is hardly distinguishable from a true random
sequence in the applications where they are used.
In general, random number generators produce samples distributed uni-
formly in a given range. This generation can lead to, for example, integer
numbers between two given boundaries or to real numbers in the range
[0, 1]. Nevertheless, there are many applications where generating samples
following a given probability density function is required: examples include
computer simulations, Monte Carlo simulations, and quantum physics. In
those cases, it is necessary to transform the results from the uniform distri-
bution, obtained from the random number generators, to a given probability
density function. In that respect, several methodologies exist that deal with
this problem, and the two most well known solutions are “inverse transform
sampling” and “rejection sampling.”
Inverse transform sampling is based on the idea of transforming a set
of sample numbers from a given distribution into a different one. This is
performed by the inversion of the cumulative probability density function
of the objective function for all points generated in the original uniform
distribution. This means that a function inversion must be done for each of
the samples generated, which depending on the objective function, could be
a costly computational process.
On the other hand, rejection sampling (also known as acceptance-rejection
sampling) is based on generating both a random sample and an auxiliary
random number that will be compared with the probability density function
sought. Then, if the value of the probability density function is larger than
the random number generated, the sample is accepted. Otherwise, the sam-
ple is rejected and an additional pair must be generated. This means that,
in its most basic form and in order to generate a sample, the algorithm
is required to produce two random numbers and evaluate the probability
density function at least once.
In this work, we introduce two new methodologies that use the uniform
distributed samples, created via a random number generator, to generate a
set of samples following a given probability density function. Both method-
ologies are based on the k-vector, an orthogonal range searching technique
originally devised for the Star Identification (Star-ID) problem in space-
crafts [1]. The technique has been particularly successful in solving the
Star-ID problem due to the minimal computational capability required by
the on-board computer. For this reason, the k-vector has been adopted
by many different Star-ID algorithms, including “Pyramid” [2], the current
state-of-the-art algorithm. The key idea of the k-vector is to describe the
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non-linearity of a sorted database using a vector of integers containing the
position of certain elements of the database, the k-vector. The most impor-
tant aspect of this range searching technique is that the searching complexity
is independent from the database size, making this technique particularly
suitable for very large static databases.
The idea of using this technique to solve a variety of problems was ini-
tially proposed in Ref. [3], including its possible applications in nonlinear
function inversion, which is analyzed in detail in Ref. [4]. The focus of
this work is to use the k-vector for random number generation. In this
manuscript, we propose two different methodologies that deal with the prob-
lem of generating samples following a given probability density function.
Both techniques require a one time preprocessing effort for each probabil-
ity density function considered, where an auxiliary database containing the
k-vector has to be generated and stored. However, once this preprocessing
is performed, the algorithm is able to generate the random samples using
a very fast process. In fact, both algorithms are specially suited for the
creation of a toolbox devised for random number generation.
The first technique is based on the inverse transform sampling property,
where the k-vector is used to invert the cumulative probability density func-
tion by performing a search in an auxiliary database containing points of the
cumulative probability density function. This transforms the distribution in
an extremely fast process. Additionally, this technique is further improved
by the introduction of the optimal k-vector, a modification of the k-vector
methodology that always retrieves the same number of elements (e.g., 1 or
2) for a prescribed searching range, no matter where the search is performed.
This means that one can, for example, always obtain two points per root
to use in root solvers (e.g., bisection, regula-falsi) requiring root bracketing.
Once the optimal k-vector is built, and if the database is large enough, the
methodology does not need to evaluate the function and the process does not
need to perform any additional searches. Furthermore, this technique can be
adapted to the size of the available memory and to the speed requirements
of the application considered [5].
The second proposed methodology is based on randomly searching in-
dices in a pre-computed database that contains a distribution of points fol-
lowing the probability density function sought. Here, the k-vector methodol-
ogy is used to generate these points by a massive inversion of the distribution
function. At each function inversion, the algorithm generates a number of
samples proportional to the distance between the roots, which also gener-
ates the auxiliary database following the probability density function. Once
this distribution is built, the methodology only requires generating a ran-
dom index and retrieving the element associated with it from the auxiliary
database.
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2 Preliminaries
This section summarizes some concepts that are used in this work. First, a
summary of the methodologies for inverse transform sampling and rejection
sampling are presented, as they are the most common adopted techniques.
Second, the general procedure of the k-vector methodology is summarized.
2.1 Inverse transform sampling
Inverse transform sampling can be summarized as follows [6]: let x be a ran-
dom variable with continuous and invertible cumulative distribution func-
tion, f . Let f−1 be its inverse function. Let y be a random variable such
that y = f(x). If y is uniformly distributed in [0, 1], then x = f−1(y) follows
the distribution in f .
In this approach a uniform distribution of points, y ∈ [0, 1], is generated
and then the inverse of the cumulative distribution function must be com-
puted to generate the samples, x (following the density distribution f). This
approach requires a large number of inversions of f at some computational
cost, and for this reason, this method may be computationally inefficient for
many distributions and other methods are preferred.
An example of improving the performance of the basic method can be
seen in Ahrens [7] where a guide table is set up before performing the sam-
pling computation to speed up the inversions the method requires.
2.2 Rejection sampling
Rejection sampling [8], also known as acceptance-rejection method, is a
group of methodologies based on Monte Carlo methods that generates ran-
dom distributions of samples following a given density function. The re-
jection sampling method is based on the following property [6]: let X be
a random variable in Rn with density f . Let U ∈ [0, 1] be a uniform ran-
dom variable, and let S = {(x, u) : x ∈ Rn, 0 ≤ u ≤ c f(x)}, where c is an
arbitrary constant. Then, (X, cUf(X)) is uniformly distributed in S.
The rejection sampling method, in its basic form, requires defining a
function g(x), that bounds the initial distribution f , and a constant c where:
f(x) < cg(x), (1)
for all x, where g and c are related to the target distribution f . More
precisely, g must have heavier tails and sharper infinite peaks than f and
fulfill Eq. (1) for the interval of x considered.
This methodology requires checking, for each sample, if the density func-
tion f is above or below the actual value obtained in the computation, which
leads to a number of samples that have to be rejected in the process. Thus,
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algorithms aim to increase the ratio of acceptance to rejection while simul-
taneously keeping the computation of c g(x) as efficient as possible.
There are many algorithms based on this concept and that deal with
the sampling problem with different approaches. Examples of them are
Neumann [8], Ziggurat [9], Adaptive Rejection Metropolis Sampling [10],
and Slice Sampling [11].
2.3 Background on the k-vector
The range searching problem is based on the retrieval, in a database of size
n, of all the elements that are contained in a given interval [ya, yb] where ya
and yb are the lower and upper bounds of the range, respectively. Some of
the most common searching algorithms are based on binary search, which
has a complexity of O(2 log2 n), and search by hashing, which is fast for
the average case but can be linear for the worst case due to the collision
problem affecting the method. The k-vector range searching technique is as
fast as a hashing method (with best case complexity of O(3)), but it does
not present the collision problem. However, the k-vector may return some of
the elements that are closest to, but not included in the range. In addition,
the k-vector requires a very fast preprocessing effort: store the elements
of the k-vector by reading the sorted database sequentially. The k-vector
is particularly suitable for searching in large databases, and its complexity
asymptotically approaches O(3) as more memory is available to store the
k-vector elements [5].
The k-vector is built using a sorted database ordered in the ascending
mode. Let n be the number of elements of the database, y(i) be the i-th
element, and s the vector containing the sorted database y, that is,
s(i) ≤ s(i+ 1), ∀i ∈ [1, n − 1]. (2)
where ymin = s(1) and ymax = s(n). Then, I can be defined as the sorting
indexes vector relating y and s, that is,
s(i) = y(I(i)) where i = {1, 2, · · · , n}. (3)
The k-vector is a vector of indexes containing information about the
nonlinearity of the sorted database, in other words, its variation with respect
to a line. This line is the line connecting the minimum and maximum values
of the sorted database (ymin and ymax). However, in order to include all the
elements given the rounding and machine errors, the line is slightly extended
to connect the points [1, ymin − δε], and [n, ymax + δε], where,
δε = (n− 1)ε, (4)
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and ε is the relative machine precision (2.22 × 10−16 for double precision
arithmetic). Therefore, the k-vector line equation is,
yl(i) = m (i− 1) + q =
=
ymax − ymin + 2δε
n− 1 (i− 1) + ymin − δε,
(5)
where,
m =
ymax − ymin + 2δε
n− 1 , q = ymin − δε, (6)
and i = {1, 2, · · · , n}. The line defined in Eq. (5) has the purpose to set a
series of reference levels, yl(i), that are used to generate the k-vector.
The k-vector (k) stores the nonlinearity of the sorted database by count-
ing the number of elements that are below a given level defined by Eq. (5).
This is equivalent to k(i) = j, where j is the greatest index that fulfills
s(j) ≤ yl(i), that is,
k(i) = max ({j | s(j) ≤ yl(i)}) . (7)
This also implies that k(1) = 0 and k(n) = n, as there are no elements
below yl(1) nor above yl(n).
Once the k-vector is built, the information that it contains as well as the
line defined in Eq. (5) are used to find the elements of the database that are
inside the range [ya, yb]. Let ka and kb be the two indexes that correspond
to the boundary of the database [ya, yb]. Then, ka and kb are computed
using Eq. (5),
ka =
⌊
ya − q
m
⌋
+ 1, and kb =
⌈
yb − q
m
⌉
, (8)
where ⌊x⌋ is the greatest integer lower than x and ⌈x⌉ is the lowest integer
greater than x. The indexes ka and kb are now used to find the elements of
y that are in the interval [ya, yb]. Let {ka : kb} be the set of integer indexes
from ka to kb, that is, {ka : kb} = {ka, ka + 1, · · · , kb}. Then, the elements
of y that are in the interval [ya, yb] are,
{y(i) ∈ y | y(i) ∈ [ya, yb]} = y(I(ka : kb)). (9)
Using this procedure it may be possible that some extraneous elements –
the closest to the searching range – would be included in the data retrieved.
Since there are (n−1) number of yl(i) bins/steps and n number of elements,
there are an average of E0 = n/(n − 1) elements in each yl(i) bin. This
means that the expectation for the number of these extraneous element is
n/(n − 1), a value that is close to one for large databases. This happens
because the two external bins each have a 50% probability that they will
contain elements lower than ya or higher than yb. In case these elements
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(the closest to the [ya, yb] range) cannot be tolerated (strict bounds), they
can be removed from the retrieved data in two local searches,
y(I(ka →)) < ya and y(I(← kb)) > yb, (10)
by increasing the indexes from ka and decreasing the indexes from kb as long
as the inequalities in Eq. (10) are satisfied. Thus, other than removing an
average of n/(n − 1) elements, this technique does not require performing
any kind of search. This fact highlights the most important property of the
k-vector: the algorithm complexity is not a function of the database size.
2.4 Function inversion using k-vector
This section shows the procedure to obtain the roots of a given nonlinear
function y = f(x) using the k-vector technique within the ranges [xmin, xmax]
and [ymin, ymax]. This methodology requires a preprocessing effort where the
nonlinear function is discretized to create a database that is first sorted and
then accessed using the k-vector. This preprocessing effort is done only once
for each nonlinear function considered. Therefore, the proposed method
is suitable to built a toolbox capable of inverting any nonlinear function,
such as Airy, Bessel, beta or Jacobi elliptic functions, using the function
evaluation code, y = f(x). On the other hand, this method is not suitable
when the function to invert changes continuously.
First, the process requires performing a function discretization in x
within the domain of interest using a uniform distribution. Let n be the
number of elements of the database and let x and y be the vectors contain-
ing the database elements, where,
y(i) = f(x(i)), with i = {1, 2, · · · , n}. (11)
Second, the maximum absolute difference, δ, between two consecutive values
of y is computed,
δ = max (|y(i+ 1)− y(i)|) + 4ε with i ∈ [1, n − 1]. (12)
This parameter is used to set the k-vector searching range so that at least
one discrete point is found close to each root. Let yr be the value of the
function to be inverted. Then, the function whose roots are required to be
computed is,
f({xr})− yr = 0, (13)
where the set of roots for the value yr is denoted by {xr}. Thus, and in order
to always retrieve at least one point near each root, the minimum searching
range must be,
[ya, yb] =
[
yr − δ
2
, yr +
δ
2
]
. (14)
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Third, the y table is sorted in ascending mode and the k-vector is built
based on this sorted table. Using the searching range [ya, yb], the k-vector
retrieves the two indexes ka and kb, that are used to generate the vector
k = {ka : kb}, which contains all the indexes that are required to be retrieved
from the database. From vector k it is possible to obtain the elements of
the database in the searching range, in particular, they correspond to the
set {x(I(k))} and {y(I(k))}, where I is the index sorting vector. These
elements are all close to the roots, however, they are not in order.
At this point there is no information on the number of roots nor their
locations. To solve this, the set {x(I(k))}, whose size is generally very
small1, has to be sorted,
xs = {x(Ix(I(k)))}. (15)
where Ix is the sorting index vector between {x(I(k))} and xs. The values
of the function in these sorted points (ys) are,
ys = {y(Ix(I(k)))}. (16)
Since the initial discretization is assumed to be uniform, the distance in
the variable x between two consecutive points (δx) is,
δx =
xmax − xmin
n− 1 . (17)
Therefore, a fast search can be performed in xs to check the number of
different roots. If the distance between two consecutive elements in xs is
smaller than 1.5 δx, that is,
xs(i+ 1)− xs(i)
δx
< 1.5, (18)
these two points belong to the same root. Conversely, if the distance is
bigger, that is,
xs(i+ 1)− xs(i)
δx
> 1.5, (19)
the two points belong to two consecutive roots. This provides an easy way
to count the number of roots, and it also provides a simple criteria to group
all the (nearest) points belonging to each root. Then, a root solver such
as Newton-Raphson or Regula Falsi can be applied using the closest points
retrieved as initial values for the iteration.
1Using the optimal k-vector the size of {x(I(k))} can be reduced to the number of
roots.
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3 Sampling by inversion of the cumulative distri-
bution
The methodology introduced in this section is based on the inverse transform
sampling property. Inverse transform sampling consists of generating sample
numbers following a probability density function g(x) with x ∈ [xmin, xmax],
given a different probability density function p(r) with r ∈ [rmin, rmax]. Us-
ing the definition of probability density functions, we can write,∫
rmax
rmin
p(ξ) dξ =
∫
xmax
xmin
g(ξ) dξ = 1, (20)
where we are assuming that all the probability is distributed in the defined
domain for each probability density function. Furthermore, a relation be-
tween r and x can be obtained through,∫
r
rmin
p(ξ) dξ =
∫
x
xmin
g(ξ) dξ, (21)
from which it is possible to compute x = f−1(r), where f is the function
that relates both variables. This relation can be obtained provided that the
two integrals in Eq. (21) can be computed, and x can be explicitly obtained
from the resulting expression of the second integral.
As the most common random number generation algorithms follow a
uniform distribution in [0, 1], from now on, we suppose that,∫
r
rmin
p(ξ) dξ = U [0, 1], (22)
where U [0, 1] is this uniform distribution. Thus, in order to obtain the
distribution of points g(x), the inverse of the cumulative distribution of
g(x) must be performed, that is, the one that relates variables x and r,
U [0, 1] = F (x) =
∫
x
xmin
g(ξ) dξ, (23)
and thus,
x = F−1(U [0, 1]), (24)
which means that we can obtain samples following the probability density
function g by performing a series of inversions of the cumulative distribution
of g over a uniform distribution U [0, 1].
In order to do these inversions, the k-vector methodology is used. In par-
ticular, we introduce the concept of optimal k-vector for function inversion
to increase the performance of the process by always retrieving the same
number of elements from the generated database. This is performed by re-
distributing the points that constitute the database and that will define the
function for the optimal k-vector.
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3.1 Optimal k-vector for function inversion
The optimal k-vector is a modified version of k-vector that is optimized
for function inversion. It is based on the idea of generating a distribution
of points such that the number of elements retrieved for a given searching
interval is always the same. In order to obtain this feature, an additional
preprocessing step that generates the new point distribution is required.
However, once the preprocessing is done, the function inversion becomes
extremely fast, as the number of points retrieved per root is optimal for the
root finder selected (e.g., one for Newton, two for bisection or regula-falsi).
The preprocessing for the optimal k-vector requires three steps.
First, the k-vector is built using a uniform distribution of points, which is
then used in the second step to calculate the roots by following the method-
ology previously described for function inversion.
Second, the new distribution of points is computed. Let nd be the size
of the optimal k-vector that we want to define. The parameter nd can be
chosen freely taking into account that; as the value of nd increases, the
memory requirement increases; and as nd increases, the speed performance
of the root solver increases since the points retrieved are closer to the roots.
This means that this methodology can be easily adapted to the requirements
of a particular application in terms of performance and memory available.
In addition, nd represents the number of levels defined in the range of the
function. In other words, let yd be a uniform distribution over the range of
the function, that is,
yd(i) = ymin +
ymax − ymin
nd − 1 (i− 1), (25)
where i = 1, 2, · · · , nd. Now, we compute all the roots for each value of yd(i)
using the k-vector methodology for function inversion. Let {xd(i)} be the
set of roots for each value of yd(i). Then, the new distribution of points is
given by the set consisting of all the computed roots, that is,
x =
{
nd⋃
i=1
{xd(i)}
}
. (26)
The distribution x (along with its images y = f(x)) substitutes the original
database that is stored in memory.
Third, the k-vector is built for the new database, x. However, this new
k-vector has an important feature: for an assigned searching range [ya, yb],
the number of elements retrieved is always the same, in particular, let yr be
the value of the function whose roots are required to be computed. Then,
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the searching range is defined as,
=
[
yr − ne δ
2
, yr + ne
δ
2
]
where
δ =
ymax − ymin
nd − 1
+ 4ε,
(27)
and ne is the number of elements associated with each root. Thus, if ne = 1
only one element per root is obtained, which corresponds to the closest point
of the database to each root. On the other hand, if ne = 2 two elements are
always retrieved per root, which are the closest elements of the database to
the roots and, in addition, these elements bracket the roots. This has two
important implications. First, no additional search is required in order to
find the closest points from the database to the roots, and second, the points
retrieved from the database constitute a very good boundary for applying
root solvers such as Newton-Raphson or regula-falsi.
3.2 Optimal k-vector applied to random number generation
For the case of random number generation, the methodology can be im-
proved even further when the number of elements in the database is large
enough. In these cases, the process of generating samples can be performed
without evaluating the function, and thus, it becomes extremely fast, as the
methodology does not require evaluating a function nor performing a search.
Let y = F (x) be the cumulative distribution of the function that the
generated samples are required to follow. First, a random number u is com-
puted from a uniform distribution U [0, 1] of points, which can be obtained
with a random number generation algorithm such as MRG32k3a [12]. Then,
u is transformed into the range [ymin, ymax] that the function presents, that
is,
yr = ymin + (ymax − ymin)u; (28)
where yr is the value whose inverse needs to be computed. Using the optimal
k-vector, a series of roots are obtained imposing ne = 2 (two points per
root). However, it is interesting to note that, as the function studied is a
cumulative distribution, it is a monotonically increasing function, and thus,
in general, there will be one root per yr and only two points will be retrieved
from the database. This means that the two points obtained are,
(xb, yb) = (x(k(1)),y(k(1))) and
(xt, yt) = (x(k(2)),y(k(2))),
(29)
where k is the vector computed using the optimal k-vector and that contains
the indexes of the database that are in the interval studied. That way, the
sample generated can be approximated by a linear interpolation between
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the two points (as the distances between the elements of the database are
small enough) leading to,
xr = xb +
yr − yb
yt − yb (xt − xb); (30)
where xr is the sample generated following the given distribution function.
The process of generating a new sample only requires creating a new
random number u and repeating the above process. As it can be seen,
following the optimal k-vector methodology, the function does not need to
be evaluated and no real search has to be performed. This means that once
the optimal k-vector is computed and its database is generated, there is no
need to store additional information about the function.
However, there are some extreme cases that can appear when the cumu-
lative function has sections of zero derivative, that is, when the distribution
function presents intervals of value equal to zero. In order to deal with these
cases, the regions with zero derivative must be removed from the random
generation, as they do not contribute to the cumulative distribution. Except
for this, the methodology is exactly the same as before.
Finally, it is important to note that the performance of this random
generation methodology is given by the number of points in the database,
nd. If more memory is available (larger nd), then the points retrieved in
the inversion process are closer to the roots, and therefore, the inverses are
closer to the real values of the function. Another possibility that provides
further accuracy is the use of a Newton-Raphson method, which can use the
element obtained from the optimal k-vector when imposing ne = 1 as the
starting point for the iteration. However, this methodology requires more
computation, as the function is evaluated.
3.2.1 Example application
One example application is sampling over a normal distribution. Let y =
f(x) be the Gaussian integral defined by,
y =
∫
x
−∞
1
σ
√
2pi
e−
(t−µ)2
2σ2 dt, (31)
where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean value of the distribu-
tion, and where the function represents the cumulative distribution of the
probability density function. This integral can also be expressed by means
of the error function erf(x),
y =
1
2
[
1 + erf
(
x− µ
σ
√
2
)]
where
erf(z) =
2√
pi
∫
z
0
e−t
2
dt,
(32)
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leading to the expression,
y =
1
2
[
1 +
2√
pi
∫ x−µ
σ
√
2
0
e−t
2
dt
]
, (33)
which is the one that is used in this example to evaluate the Gaussian
integral. Equation (33) is defined in all R, however, for practical purposes,
the interval x ∈ [−5σ, +5σ], where σ = 0.2 and µ = 0, is selected.
Now, we define the levels of the function using Eq. (25) and compute the
roots related to them using the general methodology for function inversion.
The roots obtained are the new distribution of points and are used to build
the optimal k-vector. Fig. 1 shows the new distribution for this example
when 20 levels are defined (nd = 20), where the circles represent the points
of the distribution used in the optimal k-vector.
Figure 1: Optimal k-vector search for the Gaussian integral.
Once the preprocessing is done, the calculation of the roots can be made
using the general procedure. As an example, let yr = 0.2 be the value
of the function whose roots are required to be computed. By using the
methodology presented, a value of xr = −0.16832 is obtained. Figure 1
shows the distribution of points (circles) and the elements retrieved using
the k-vector (filled circles). As it can be seen, the number of points retrieved
was two, which was the property that was sought in the development of the
optimal k-vector methodology.
This procedure is continued for each value of yr until the number of
requested points is obtained. As was previously stated, the values of yr
are computed from a uniform distribution U [0, 1] of points which can be
obtained with a random number generation algorithm such as MRG32k3a
[12]. This means that each time a sample is requested, a function inversion is
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required. However, the preprocessing required to build the optimal k-vector
is done only once before the start of the process.
Figure 2: Normal distribution of 107 samples.
In order to show an application of this method, let the size of the optimal
k-vector be nd = 10
3 and let the probability density function be the normal
distribution with standard deviation of σ = 0.2 and mean value of µ = 0
as before. In addition, it is supposed that 107 samples are required to be
generated. Figure 2 shows the histogram of the samples using the optimal
k-vector methodology. As it can be seen, the samples follow the normal
distribution as expected.
Finally, and regarding the speed of the methodology in this example,
it took on average 56 seconds to generate the 107 random samples in ten
different runs of the program. These numerical tests were performed on a
computer with an Intel i7-4600U processor running at 2.1 GHz, 16 GB of
RAM, Windows 7 operating system, and a single threaded script coded in
Matlab.
3.3 Speeding up the algorithm
The speed performance of the methodology presented can be increased sig-
nificantly by doing some modifications. In particular, two improvements are
introduced; one consists of a modification in the use of the optimal k-vector,
while the other is based on a change in the definition of the k-vector line.
The functions in study are cumulative distributions, therefore, they are
monotonic. Thus, for a database created following the optimal k-vector
methodology, it is easy to see that no matter the function in study, the
resultant optimal k-vector has this form: kv = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . }. This means
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that the structure of the k-vector is already known, and thus, it is no longer
required to call it during the computation of the samples. However, it is still
required to generate the database and the k-vector line as explained before.
On the other hand, the speed performance of the searching process can
be improved even further by defining the k-vector line as its inverse, in
particular:
m =
n− 1
ymax − ymin + 2δε ,
q = 1− n− 1
ymax − ymin + 2δε (ymin − δε).
(34)
Therefore, the elements of the database that bracket the roots can be defined
by:
(xb, yb) = (x(b),y(b)) and
(xt, yt) = (x(t),y(t)),
(35)
where:
b = ⌊myr + q⌋ and t = b+ 1. (36)
As it can be seen, there is no longer a need to access the k-vector,
and a lower number of computations are required to retrieve the closest
elements from the database. This improves the speed performance of the
methodology; the next example provides evidence for this claim.
3.3.1 Example application
In order to compare results, we consider the same example as before: the
Gaussian Integral. For this case, we also aim to generate 107 samples under
the same conditions. When applying this methodology, it took 0.625 seconds
to generate the 107 samples, with 0.4 seconds spent to perform the inver-
sions and 0.225 to generate the random numbers using the function rand in
Matlab. As it can be seen, the speed performance of the methodology has
greatly improved (two orders of magnitude).
3.4 Optimal k-vector generalization with ne elements retrieved
per sample
If more accuracy is required, the former methodology can be generalized to
any number of elements retrieved per root (ne). This is done by the use of
a polynomial interpolation of the points retrieved from the database, which
provides a better approximation of the root in terms of accuracy with respect
to the linear interpolation. The methodology presented in this section takes
advantage of two important properties of cumulative distributions. First,
they are right continuous in the domain; and second, they are non-decreasing
functions. These properties are used to define the interpolating polynomial
in the region near the roots without any problem in the definition.
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Let z = g(x) be the distribution function that the samples are required
to follow. The cumulative distribution can be defined as,
G∗(x) = xzmin +
∫
x
xmin
g(t) dt, (37)
where zmin is the minimum value of the function and the term xzmin is
added in order to obtain a cumulative distribution that is positive in all
the domain. A cumulative distribution in the range [0, 1] (G(x)) can be
generated by using the maximum and minimum values of G∗(x) ( G∗max and
G∗min). Equation 38 shows how to generate this cumulative distribution.
y = G(x) =
G∗(x)−G∗
min
G∗max
, (38)
The samples are obtained by an inversion of this cumulative distribution
using the inverse transform sampling property,
xr = G
−1(U [0, 1]), (39)
where the random uniform distribution is obtained by a random generation
algorithm such as MRG32k3a [12].
Now, in order to obtain a value of the root (xr), an approximation is
performed using the set of elements retrieved from the database. Let ne
be the number of elements retrieved per root using the optimal k-vector.
Then, an interpolating polynomial of ne − 1 order can be generated using
this set of points. This polynomial is defined as a function of y instead of
as a function of x. This is done in order to perform the inversion of the
function directly, without requiring any further inversion. Thus, the root
can be approximated using a Lagrange polynomial defined as,
xr =
ne∑
i=1

x(k(i)) ∏
1<m<ne
m6=i
yr − y(k(m))
y(k(i)) − y(k(m))

 , (40)
where k is the vector containing the indexes of elements that lie in the
searching interval by the application of the optimal k-vector.
Finally, it is important to note that the methodology presented in this
section can be also applied to the inversion of any kind of monotonic function
such as cumulative distributions (as seen in this work) or Kepler’s equation
(as seen in [4]).
3.4.1 Example application
As an example, let the distribution function be,
g(x) = sin(x) + cos(5x), (41)
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where the domain of definition is x ∈ [−2pi, 2pi]. The representation of
this function is shown in Figure 3 (left). The database and the optimal
k-vector are built using the cumulative distribution of the function and the
methodology presented in this section. In addition, and without lost in the
generality, we impose ne = 5, that is, the number of elements retrieved per
root is five. This means that each time that a sample is generated, these five
elements are used to generate a Lagrange polynomial of degree four, which
is then used to compute the final approximation of the root of the function.
Figure 3 (right) shows the histogram of 107 samples generated by this
procedure. As it can be seen, the histogram follows the distribution function
as required. It is important to note that as the parameter ne increases, the
accuracy is increased, but the speed is decreased since more computations
are required. For this example, it took 122 seconds to generate all the
samples using the same conditions as the former example. Furthermore,
when comparing the results using five points (ne = 5) with results using two
points (ne = 2), it was found that it required approximately two times more
time with five points than with two points. If instead, we apply the speed
improvement shown in Section 3.3, and also retrieve five points per root, a
time of 48 seconds is required to generate the samples. Finally, if only two
points were retrieved using the speed improvement, only 0.650 seconds on
average were required to generate all the samples.
Figure 3: Function and histogram of the distribution of 107 samples.
This shows three interesting results. First, performing the polynomial
interpolation is the process that requires more time to be executed. Sec-
ondly, and as shown in the examples, this technique makes it easy to adapt
the methodology to the speed and accuracy requirements of each problem.
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This freedom can be increased due to the possibility of changing the size of
both the database and k-vector used. Thirdly, if using two points and the
speed improvement, the speed performance of the algorithm does not depend
on the function selected (see the comparison between this example and the
previous one). This is an expected result from the use of this methodology
since the computations required during the inversion are the same no matter
the function or the database used.
4 Sampling by random search in a look up table
The idea of this alternative methodology is to generate a table containing a
large number of points that follows the desired distribution function. Once
this preprocessing is done, random retrievals of elements from the table are
performed, resulting in a distribution equivalent to the distribution desired.
First, the table that contains the distribution of points has to be built.
Let f(x) be the distribution function sought and let x be a uniform distribu-
tion of points between the minimum and maximum values that the samples
can take. With this distribution of points, the values of the function f(x)
can be easily computed, obtaining y = f(x), and then the k-vector can be
built using x and y.
Once the k-vector is built, a uniform distribution in the variable y is
defined between the minimum and maximum values that the function takes
in the interval x ∈ [xmin, xmax], which correspond to the values of s(1) and
s(n) of the sorted vector, where n is the number of elements of x and y.
That way, the uniform distribution is generated as,
yd(i) = s(1) +
s(n)− s(1)
nd − 1 (i− 1), (42)
where nd is the number of different values of y considered and i = {1, · · · , nd}
is the integer that defines each one of the values of the function. Then, for
each value of yd(i), we compute all the roots xr of the distribution function
by performing inversions using the k-vector methodology as seen in Section 2
of this work. However, from the set of computed roots, the maximums and
minimums obtained are removed, as they are not useful in the distribution
process. This is done by checking the two points that bracket the root;
If both points are located above (or below) the value yd(i), then the root
computed is a minimum (or maximum).
The remaining roots along with the maximum and minimum values of
x generate a set of intervals whose boundaries are [xmin, xr1, xr2, . . . , xmax].
Note that if there are no roots, then there is only one interval defined,
[xmin, xmax]. Moreover, for the purpose of this problem, we are interested in
the intervals where the function lies above the intervals, as we will distribute
the points in those intervals. In that respect, we know that when taking two
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consecutive intervals, the function is positioned above one of them and below
the other, because the root defines the point of change of this behavior.
Thus, in order to know the position of the function with respect to the
intervals, only one check has to be performed corresponding to the first
interval, that is,
if y(1) > yd(i) → odd intervals selected,
if y(1) < yd(i) → even intervals selected.
Now, between the selected intervals, a uniform distribution of points is
created in such a way that the distances between points inside an interval
are constant and equal to ∆xr. It is important to note that the value of
∆xr must be identical for all the function inversions performed, as this will
produce samples that follow the distribution function.
As an example of this procedure, let the boundaries of the intervals be
[0, 1, 3, 4, 5] for a particular yd(i), which means that the probability density
function for yd(i) has three roots. Then, there exist four different inter-
vals, namely [0, 1], [1, 3], [3, 4] and [4, 5]. We suppose that y(1) < yd(i),
thus, the intervals of interest are [1, 3] and [4, 5]. Now, we create the
uniform distribution of points between these intervals, choosing for ex-
ample ∆xr = 0.5. In this case, the resultant points related to yd(i) are
xdi = {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5}. Note that in general, ∆xr can be chosen
freely or even randomly.
This process in continued for the different values of yd(i) and the samples
xdi stored in memory. Then, each time that a sample is required, a random
retrieval is performed using a discrete random number generator such as
Alias [13] and Vose [14].
The advantage of this methodology is that it is able to generate a large
number of samples in a short period of time. However, it has to do an
additional retrieval once the database of samples is generated, and thus,
this methodology is more suitable when a large population of samples is
required to be computed, for example, in Monte Carlo simulations.
4.1 Example application
Let y = f(x) be the Airy function of the first kind, Ai(x), defined as,
y =
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
cos
(
t3
3
+ xt
)
dt; (43)
where it is supposed that a distribution of points is required in the domain
x ∈ [−8, 1]. Figure 4 (left) shows a plot of the function in this domain of
definition.
Now, a large database is generated in order to build the k-vector. As
the objective is to generate a large number of samples, we select n = 65, 535
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Figure 4: Distribution of samples following an Airy function.
in order to obtain a large k-vector to perform the inversions quickly. Then,
the grid in x and y for the generation of the samples is defined. Let the
distance in x between samples in the same interval be,
∆xr =
xmax − xmin
10, 000
, (44)
where it has been supposed that the interval [−8, 1] has been divided into
10, 000 elements. Also, we select nd = 1, 000 different levels which means
that 1, 000 function inversions must be performed during the generation of
the database of samples.
Thus, following the methodology explained in this section, a database of
with 55, 510, 387 elements is generated. The histogram of this distribution
can be seen in Fig. 4 (right). As it can be observed, the samples follow
the distribution function for this example, the Airy function of the first
kind. This distribution represents the database from which the samples are
now retrieved using a discrete random number generator. Using the same
computer and conditions as the other examples, it took an average of 3.4
seconds to generate the 55, 510, 387 samples. As it can be seen, both the
generation of this database and the preprocessing is faster when compared
to the other methodologies, as it requires performing a lower number of
function inversions.
Once this preprocessing is performed, the samples are obtained by the
retrieval of elements from this database. Alternatively, another possibility
is to randomly swap the indexes of the original database, which will lead to
the distribution shown in Fig. 4. That way, all the generated samples for
the database are used.
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5 Conclusions
The k-vector is a methodology specially suited for range searching in large
databases. In this work, we introduce the application of the k-vector to
probability density function sampling, where the performance properties of
the k-vector can be used to generate a massive number of samples for a
given distribution function in a fast and computationally efficient process.
This work presents two different methodologies based on the k-vector
searching technique which are appropriate for massive generation of samples
following a fixed distribution function. Both techniques provide a general
methodology that can be used to perform transform sampling of any kind of
distribution function. Moreover, the methodologies can be adapted to the
requirements of memory and CPU power available as the k-vector size can
be appropriately defined to meet those requirements. Possible applications
of these techniques include Monte Carlo simulations and the creation of a
toolbox for random number generation.
The first of the methodologies presented is based on the inverse trans-
form sampling property, where the performance of the optimal k-vector can
be used for fast function inversion of the cumulative distribution of the dis-
tribution function. This methodology requires a preprocessing effort that
consists of several function inversions that are used to build the optimal k-
vector and database. However, once this preprocessing is done, the optimal
k-vector is fixed for the desired distribution function, and thus, can be imple-
mented directly for particular applications without requiring the evaluation
of the function nor performing searches to generate samples. In addition,
and when using the speed improvements introduced in this work, the algo-
rithm allows to obtain samples extremely fast, being its speed performance
during the inversion independent of the function considered.
The second methodology allows the fast generation of a large number of
samples following a given distribution function. The samples are generated
by a series of inversions of the distribution function where points are mas-
sively distributed inside the intervals defined by the roots of the function
at different values. Then, this distribution is stored and accessed through
random searches that retrieve the samples following the original probability
density function. The advantage of this technique is that the samples are
generated extremely fast. However, the distribution has to be stored in a
table for future search, and thus, it requires more memory than the other
technique.
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